
American BBQ Cook-Off

Cooking-
Meat may not be cooked, seasoned, injected or brined before 
inspection. 
Trimming is allowed beforehand.
All cooking, warming and holding equipment is allowed-gas, 
electric, pellets, logs and charcoal. We don’t care how you get 
there, we are looking for the best final product.

Turn Ins-
Teams will turn in one tray of BBQ which will include all 3 meats 
(tray measures 14” x 18” and will be topped with a piece of peach 
butcher paper. Tray and paper will be provided by the promoter)

Turn in must include minimum of:
          10 slices of beef brisket ( fatty, lean or combination)
          10 slices of turkey breast (skin on or skinless)
          10 bone in pork ribs (spare, st louis or loin back)

Meat may be glazed or moistened, no pooling of sauces, this is a 
meat contest.

Optional Garnish- Only sliced pickled jalapenos, sliced pickled 
onions or sliced pickled cucumbers are allowed. (garnish will not 
be tasted, but may affect appearance score) 

Optional Covering- The turn in tray may be topped foil to keep  
meat warm is allowed and recommended, foil will be removed 
prior to judging.



Turn in Times-
Teams will turn in as groups of 10.
Turns will be 1 hour apart starting at 11am
For Example (30 team competition)

                Group A turns in at 11 am
      Group B turns in at 12 pm
      Group C turns in at 1 pm
Turn in time group assignment will be done by random draw 
during meat inspection
Turn in window will be 5 min before and 5 min after

Judging-
Judging will be done by 30 judges split into 3 groups of 10 by 
random draw. Each group of judges will be assigned a meat and 
will judge only that meat for the entire competition (this levels the 
playing field and removes the good and bad tables) everyone will 
be judged by the same set of  judges.
Judges will score each meat on a scale from 1-20 for both taste 
and tenderness. They will also give a score of 1-20 in appearance 
for the entire tray (not each meat). 
Taste and Tenderness will not be weighted but appearance score 
will be scored at 50% and split between the meat categories 
evenly.
High and low judge for each meat and appearance will be 
dropped.
In the tent all 30 judges will score on appearance before tasting 
begins. Next judging will move to turkey, brisket and finally ribs.


